'l'he use of integrated circuits has led to a re-evaluation of the methods of circuit design. IX'hile active elements are very cheap, inductors are very expensive since they can be incorporated only with difficulty as actual elements in a n integrated circuit' and then only as fixed components. Since it is often of interest to have variable inductances available for tuning purposes, we here investigate one method of obtaining electronically adjustable single or coupled coils.
Recently a proposed gyrator type circuit, suitable for microelectronic structures, has been suggestedZ Treated as a two-port, the device is described by
where R. To realize this last described tuned circuit, two capacitors are required, namely the one a t the "gyrator" output and one a t the "gyratorD input to resonate with the silnillated inductor. In the original ~i r c u i t ,~ two coupling capacitors a t the input arid output \,,ere envisaged. I t appears that by the use of more refined circuitry it is possible to eliminate these; in any case, that a t the output, for example, serves no purpose ii the output itself is terminated in a cavacitor and is not connected to any other circuit element. Consequently, for present purposes the only parts which have to be realized are resistors, transistors, and the two capacitors (which in fact have a common terminal) required for the tuned circuit; the circuit does, therefore, seem natural for integration. Oi~ce the above principle is understood, it is a n easy step to obtaining electronically adjristable coupied coils. For this, consider the circuit of Fig. Z(a) 
If all parameters are chosen constant, as well as
then the twa-port of Fig. Z(a) is equivalent to the coupled coils of Fig. 2(b) having the inductance matrix rR.,Rh,cl Rm,Rafi,
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We again note that this can be made adjustable by varying R.,, say,
Fig. 1. Coupled coil simulation
Often it is sufficient to consider (3) with constant parameters but without the reciprocity restriction of (4). By relaxing the constraint of (4) one can still obtain pole-zero patterns similar to those of tuned circuits, but the tuning adjustments via R,'s or Ra's are simplified over those described above for the coupled coils.
I t is also worth pointing out that mutually coupled capacitors can be obtained by using Fig. Z(a) with the capacitors placed on the outside, instead of the inside, of the gyrators.
In summary, the use of a previous variable gyrator circuit has led to electroi~ically tunable circuits which appear suitable for integrated circuitry. From these basic orincivles one can colitinue further to obtain and investigate other useful devices, as voltage controlled oscillators and amplitude and frequency modulators. Present experi-. ~ mental and theoretical investigations are aimed a t improving the existing gyrator circuit and examining its applications. I t is hoped to report an these a t a future date.
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